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• Employment rate up 10 percentage points from 2002 to

2017; unemployment falls below past estimated “natural”

level

• Employment rate increased in all ethnicity groups, all

education levels, all age groups and all household types

• Larger increase for individuals and households with low

earning potential - Arabs and ultra-Orthodox, low-educated,

ages 55-64, households with 3+ children

Substantial increase in employment
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• Based on an econometric model: increase in employment

driven mostly by policy

• Increase in college education is associated with 40% of

employment growth of women, 20% of men

• Other demographic changes (increase in shares of Arabs,

ultra-Orthodox, ages 55-64, couples with 3+ children) drive

employment down

• Wage return to education almost unchanged

• Main source: policies to increase work incentives, focused

on low-income individuals and large families (cuts in welfare 

payments, child allowance and unemployment benefits; lower 

income tax and EITC; increase in retirement age; welfare to work 

programs; increase in minimum wage; decrease in share of 

foreign workers)

Sources for increase in employment
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Wages, incomes and poverty

• No decrease in wages, despite entry of potential low 

earners; wage gaps slowly narrowing but still large; wages 

and productivity per hour are constant and low for non-

college educated

• Increase in households work income, larger for households 

with larger increase in employment

• Increase in households disposable income, despite 

substitution between work and welfare income; gaps 

narrowing in latest years but still large

• Continuous decline in poverty by income from work

• Increase in poverty and inequality by net income in first 

years; decline comes later
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Employment committee 2030

• Vision: Enhance growth and reduce poverty through

employment, and maximize and upgrade human capital

• Objective: set targets for employment rate and quality,

and programs for achieving them

• Employment rate targets adopted by the government

proven to be an effective working tool

• Criteria for new targets: macroeconomic impact,

simplicity and availability of data, at the core of the

employment department policy, broad public support to

achieve durability of programs

• Main tools to achieve targets: information and guidance

system, vocational training, employment programs;

focus on groups and areas with market failures
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Employment rate targets
2018 2020 target 2030 target, ages 25-66

ultra-Orthodox men* 50.2 63.0 65/70

Arab women 38.2 41.0 53

disabled (over 20%) 41.9 - 51

ultra-Orthodox women* 76.1 63.0 81

Arab men 76.3 78.0 83

non ultra-Orthodox Jews (men and women) 85.0 83.0 86

* Many ultra-Orthodox work part time.

2018 data and 2020 target for ages 25-64, 2030 target for ages 25-66.

Focus on groups with low employment rates

Total employment in 2030 - 80.4%, 5th in (current) OECD
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Higher employment rate is not enough

• GDP annual growth in the last decade is 3.5%:

• Employment (total hours worked) - annual increase 2.6%,

74% of GDP growth

• Productivity (output per hour) - annual increase 0.9%,

26% of GDP growth

• Aaron Institute forecast:

• Employment growth will slow significantly to 1.6% (under

optimistic assumptions regarding 2030 targets)

• Without accelerated productivity improvements, GDP

growth will slow down to 2.3% - zero growth in GDP per

capita

• Sources for increased productivity: Human capital, private

capital, Public capital (infrastructure, ICT)
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New: Employment quality targets
2030 target, ages 25-39

ultra-Orthodox women
3.3% annual increase in monthly nominal wage*

higher than expected increase for non ultra-Orthodox Jewish women 

Arab men
3% annual increase in monthly nominal wage

higher than expected increase for non ultra-Orthodox Jewish men 

women 2.6% annual increase in monthly nominal wage

ultra-Orthodox men same increase as non ultra-Orthodox Jewish men

Arab women same increase as non ultra-Orthodox Jewish women

*Nominal targets used as practical tool but adjusted to inflation if needed

Increase productivity and households’ work income

Focus on groups with high employment rates but low wages and skills

Reduce share of workers below hourly minimum wage from 10% to 5%

Combination of all targets will reduce poverty
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Main new recommendation: Reform 

vocational and technological training
• Vision: improve the system so as to provide quality training

- main mechanism to increase productivity and wages

• Main finding from research: Per-year wage return for quality

vocational training is not lower than for academic

education

• Reform target population:

• Unemployed and job seekers from target groups that

have not yet entered the labor market

• Youth entering the labor market and not studying in

academia

• Workers on the edge of losing their occupation

Youth education and training - extremely important, but not part of current committee; need to strengthen the

education system so as to enhance labor market skills.
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• Unified comprehensive pedagogical system for all levels

• Quality criterion for any program - minimum 6% wage

return (vis-à-vis no training) for 400 hours or longer

• Enhance and expand programs in high demand with high

and increasing earnings

• Update syllabus according to demand and with employers’

collaboration

• Employers’ internships as integral part of training

• General human capital and soft skills - Hebrew, English,

math and digital

• Accreditation continuity by level of learning

• Increase # of trainees in quality budgeted programs

Reform principles
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Building the system

• Supervising system with flexibility to training institutions to

initiate new programs

• Economies of scale - continuation, combine vocational

training institutions with technological and academic

colleges

• Improve system’s reputation

• Competitions between training institutions

• Guidance and information system for trainees and

colleges

• Budget conditional on outputs

• Join activities of vocational training division and Mahat
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Adjustments for future labor market

• Technological changes may affect composition, quantities

and type of jobs and required skills; uncertainty regarding

the rate and scale of changes

• Information and guidance platform for employees,

employers and training institutions, including data on

demand and supply trends by occupation

• Adjust workers’ skills to labor market requirements,

especially soft (non cognitive) and basic skills

• Examine EPL to accommodate flexible employment

contracts and workers mobility

• Examine re-training and up-training programs for workers

in decaying occupations, in cases where training is not

implemented due to market failures
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Employment programs for target 

populations
• Enhance and increase effectiveness of employment

centers for Arabs, focus on Hebrew learning for Arab

women

• Increase human capital for ultra-Orthodox, focus on

English and digital literacy, raise work hours of women,

employment focus in draft law

• Adjust programs for disabled, including employers

support and specialized training

• Continuous evaluation and examination of effectiveness

for all programs
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Thank you!


